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)N  THE  ½RST  ARTICLE  $AVID  *  %AGLESHAM  &IRST  3OLAR 
0ERRYSBERG /HIO	 STARTED WITH /SCAR 7ILDE´S VIEW OF THE CYNIC 
±(E KNOWS THE PRICE OF EVERYTHING BUT THE VALUE OF NOTHING² 





BENE½T  OF  THEIR MATERIAL  TO MANKIND  (E  EXPLAINS  THAT  THIS 





EXAMPLE  $AVID  SUGGESTS  THAT WE  SHOULD  INCORPORATE  PRICE 
INFORMATION ON MATERIALS  INTO OUR MATERIALS EDUCATION !ND 
THAT ALL  RESEARCH PROPOSALS FOR FUNDING SHOULD REQUIRE A  LINE 
ITEM  OF  THE  COST  OF  THE  MATERIAL  UNDER  STUDY  4HAT  MIGHT 




4HE  SECOND  AUTHOR  !LEX  +ING  SPEAKS  ABOUT  YOUNG 
RESEARCHERS  HANDING  IN  THEIR  RESEARCH  REPORTS  AND  HOW  HE 
OFTEN RESPONDS BY TELLING THEM TO GO AND START THEIR SURVEY 
OF  THE  LITERATURE WITH  THE ORIGINAL PAPERS ON  THE  TOPIC 4HE 
POINT HE MAKES IS THE MODERN TENDENCY TO LIMIT BACKGROUND 
RESEARCH  TO  ELECTRONIC  ARCHIVES /NLY  RECENT  PAPERS  CAN  BE 







NOT MENTIONED  4HESE  ARE  OFTEN  THE  CLASSIC  PAPERS  ON  THE 
TOPIC +ING GOES FURTHER TO DISCUSS WHAT CONSTITUTES ³MODERN´ 
AND HOW WE DE½NE IT 7HEN DOES ³MODERN´ PAPERS THEORIES 





SCIENCE  PROVIDES  A  ³HINT  OF  THE  ASYMPTOTIC  LIMIT  OF  SUCH  A 
DE½NITION´ (E ASSERTS THAT WE NOW HAVE SCALES OF NOTHINGNESS 
TO  SERVE  AS  DENOMINATORS  OF  OUR  COEF½CIENTS  OF  EXPERTISE 
(MMM  ) GIVE UP )T MUST BE MY AGE ) WANT A SIMPLE LIFE
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